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Introduction
Surah Ash Shura

Allah says in the surah at the starting that Allah is Azeez and Hakeem. Lateef is
mentioned by itself. Here you will find lutf of Allah. Ayah 19 mentioned the name
Lateef and sheikh sadi says that this is mentioned so people know Allah and they
implement it and they find it pleasurable. Allah shows stepc according to your
level. Allah showed different challenges to Ibrahim and to layman. Allah is
lateefun bi ibadidi, this is needed in life and universe. In order we know Him and

we take the means to get to His lutf. Allah is Lateef He knows the intention of
people and he shows accordingly. Like he showed Ibrahim according to his level
and a person who is in doubt so one who has doubts you need to tell them how it
has worked. out of Allah’s Lutf Allah tells them about the guidance that brings
them to goodness. To say we want to see lutf of Allah in provision.
Ayah 19 talks about the provision and the provision is also mentioned in ayah 27
so if you join there is mention of belief and disbelief in between the two ayahs. In
the Quran you can understand ayahs one after the other. There are people who
believe and those who repent. Then we reached ayah 27 then we understand
ayah 19 and its connection. So Allah mentions about rizq in ayah 27 that how
Allah brings the rizq. Allah first said He is gentle in bringing the Rizq, you will not
get it in one jerk. He will give according to people. Knowledge, belief and
righteous deeds are provision and Allah will provide it to you slowly accordingly.
Allah bring the provision gently. Even smile can be gentle. You don’t get all your
rizq in one shot but Allah gives it gently to His slaves. A provision can be dunya
provision or something. Allah provides it to you step by step. Dunya is a provision
but deen is also a provision. Dunya you have food water family and so many
things. Provision is something beneficial, if anyone is kind to you and says nice
things to you it’s a provision. Everything comes in a gentle way.
Reflect on how the baby in the womb progresses and develops. First there is no
hands and feet or features then slowly Allah makes everything gradually. This is
Allah Al Lateef and Khabeer. How perfectly Allah takes it step by step. Then when
the baby comes out then too the development is also slow. He is very strong
when He gives. He is Al Qawi and Azeez. Yaqeen and Tawaqqul and everything is
also a provision. Faith also comes step by step. Allah will not give provision to you
to shock you rather slowly to nurture you. If Allah will give provision at one like a
baby comes out quickly and learns everything quickly then it will make people
transgress. Step by step is natural because if you get all at once you will cross all
boundaries. When you give a lot to people, they will waste, as this is the nature of
human beings. Every time you will get little by little and not all at once. We are
poor and we make pollution because we are not gentle and we are not Lateef. If
you get step by step then you adopt and appreciate rather than getting all at
once. You will not appreciate if you get everything at once.

Allah humma inni Asaluka ilmin nafian wa rizqan tayyiban wa amalam
mutaqabbalan.

Allah shows that if there is a lot people will waste. Lateef and khabeer always
comes together. Khabeer is joined with Baseer. Lateef and Khabeer is that Allah
knows and He knows the full picture but He is very gentle. Khabeer joined with
Baseer, this connection is Allah knows everything and in too much detail and He is
the most aware of everything and at the same time He is Baseer looking at the
hidden and the apparent. This adds more beauty its not that He has knowledge
but He didn’t see anything. This is same like example of Ibrahim (Allehe salam) he
saw it and then brought emaan. How Allah deals with this provision is through
being gentle. You make touba and you bring emaan and start implementing
through your actions.
Allah is so gentle with His creation that its so subtle and nice. You see the picture
with star fish and the water has foam. Allah is Lateef and Khabeer without us
knowing. Allah gives provision without calculating it for the creation. He will bring
it to you without you knowing it.

You will see Ibrahim when he put haajar in his place but He never thought that
Zam zam will come through this way. She was running and looking for water but
she never thought people till DOJ will drink from here and it will become a place
that people will be visiting 24/7. He didn’t think that the slaughter will become a
Sunnah till the DOJ. Allah will bring Rizq from somewhere. Allah will bring the
ayaat without you realizing it.

There are ayaat in the Kaun and the nafs. Allah brings the provision from where
you cant understand and its done gently. People are not patient and they are
hasty so they go to magicians and soothsayers. They start going to idols and they
blame and spoil Allah. In your nafs by your self you need to think about this.

Allah will give you according to what you need. Sometimes we think I want this
and this and in this way. Allah will not do that exactly as Allah will give exactly
what you need and what your requirements. Ibrahim (AS) asked for looking at
Allah but Allah didn’t just do it immediately. You will not get what you want
rather whatever is your need.

He is the one who takes them from darkness to light. Who is the one who
takes you from darkness to light? Knowledge and faith is all light. People
who do not believe they get faith and this is a blessing. Once there was a
female who came and started to get knowledge when she did not know
anything but ultimately became muslim.

All processes are going through a systematic way. Your nafs always want
to do bad out of Allah’s gentleness He will protect you. Your nafs will want
but you will not do it because that is protection of Allah and this is the
gentleness

Qawman salihan
You can see people who are on mobile and those who are trying to learn
deen. If someone is sitting and there is adhan then these people run to
pray and you will get comoany of good person who will protect you. Allah
will bring good people gently to you and Allah will give them rizq Al Halaal.
Allah will give you halaal rizq and create means for you to earn halaal and
keep your rizq haalaal and protect you gently from haram. Allah will give it
gently. Allah will provide you and guide you and this is a special Lutf of

Allah. He provides you will a good provision and without any difficulty.
When you send children you pack things for them what they need.

Allah provide you help and support. From whom will you get support?
Musa (AS) said there is a big dua and that was inspired from Allah so Allah
knows what we want and then Allah inspires him. Allah will make help easy
for you and it will come from places you won’t have imagined. For sure
there is some preparation for your help and support. Allah shows you
something that you are awe of His Qudra. You understand how people
think like this. You feel I have power is because Allah gives it to you but
you need to associate the goodness that comes to you like its from Allah
alone. It’s out of Allah’s gentleness. Allah will inspire you.
Big ibadah cannot be done all alone without Allah’s support. Allah will bring
the help. So this is Lutf of Allah beyond your imagination.

Knowledge will come with gentleness. The knowledge will be taylor made
for you. You will get knowledge that you need. You will get information
gradually according to your situation and slowly and you will not get all info
at once. The knowledge comes very slowly and gently. You will not feel it
like a burden. It keeps coming from birth to till death and you keep learning.

Allah is the all knower and if He sees someone’s heart is inclined to dunya
then Allah will take it slowly away from Dunya gently and slowly without
realizing. This is gentle, Allah will make your heart at distress if you are
doing something wrong. Sometimes people keep thinking that they are in
distress till they come to know why they feel so distressed until everything
is clear to them. Out of Allah’s gentleness He will reward you for something
that you didn’t do because you have intention that you want to do good but
you didn’t get the chance. So many times we see that we get this
gentleness from Allah.

Imagine you want to write something to someone but you got distracted
because your mother or children calls you and they demand something so
this is Allah distracting you to a better good deed to the one you were doing
already and hence you will get higher reward. That is Allah Al Lateef

He will open gates for you that you never imagined. Allah is Lateef and
Khabeer and Basseer. Allah will take care of everything.

